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Abstract 

CIG precursors were deposited on the glass from the Cu-Ga alloy and Indium targets by co-sputtering method. The 
results show that when the sputtering pressure was increased, the surface morphology was changed from a roughness 
island-crystalline (RMS=165 nm) to a smaller pellet-crystalline (RMS=54.4 nm). At the same time the Cu/(In+Ga) 
ratio was increased. So, the crystallization of Cu11In9 phase was increasing and CuIn2 phase was decreasing in the CIG 
precursor. Then, a layer of selenium was coated on the precursor and the precursor was selenized using RTA 
selenization of 600 C. The results show a good stoichiometric and crystallization under the parameters of the 
sputtering pressure at 4.2 mTorr of CIG precursors. 

© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of MRS-Taiwan 
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1. Introduction 

CuIn(Ga)Se2 (CIGS) polycrystalline film is one of the absorbing materials for high efficiency thin film 
solar cells. Germany's Centre for Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research (ZSW) has reported the efficiency 
of CIGS solar cell can be up to 20.3%. However, one of the major problems of the process is how to scale-
up the effective area of CIGS solar cell. Several deposition techniques have been reported for the growth of 
CIGS films such as electro-deposition [1], sputtering [2], and molecular beam deposition [3] for industrial 
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production. One of the high efficiency solar cell techniques is using a two-step method which initially 
forms a Cu-In-Ga (CIG) precursor and then selenizes the precursor to form CIGS film. Co-sputtering 
method can produce a good mixed alloy precursor [4] and the two-step rapid thermal annealing (RTA) 
selenization process can achieve a good CIGS film. To achieve a large grain size of the CIGS film, the 
reaction time of the selenization has to be controlled to have suitable crystallization phase. In this study, we 
adjusted the sputtering pressure to control the crystallization phase, the stoichiometric, and the surface 
morphology of the CIG precursors. Then, a layer of selenium was coated on the precursor and selenized 
using RTA selenization of 600 C. Finally, the crystalline, stoichiometric, and morphology properties of the 
films were analyzed. 

2. Experimental 

CIG precursor films were deposited using Cu-Ga (23 at%) alloy and Indium targets on soda-lime glass 
by DC magnetron co-sputtering at room temperature (RT). The sputtering power was 50 W. The 
stoichiometric of Cu/(In+Ga) was fixed at 0.9 (In-rich). The sputtering pressure range was from 2 mTorr to 
10 mTorr. Then, a layer of selenium was coated on the precursor and the precursor was placed in a closed 
graphite box and selenized using RTA selenization of 600 C at atmospheric pressure. The crystalline 
property, surface morphology and element analysis of the CIGS films were analyzed using x-ray 
diffraction (XRD), atomic force microscope (AFM), field emission scanning electron microscopy 
(FESEM), and energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS). 

3. Results and Discussion 

Figure 1 shows that the CIG precursors deposited with different sputtering pressures: (A) 2 mTorr (B) 
4.2 mTorr (C) 5 mTorr and (D) 10 mTorr appeared different colors. While the sputtering pressure was 
increased, the colors of CIG precursors appeared from light-green to dark-green. The reason is that as the 
pressure is increasing, the oxygen content is increasing which causes an increase of absorption or a 
decrease of structural scattering. 

Figure 2 shows that the Cu/(In+Ga) and Ga/(In+Ga) ratios of CIG precursors are increased due to the 
atomic radius of indium (155 pm) is larger than copper (135 pm) which cause the copper atoms were 
sputtered into the thin films easily and the oxygen content was increasing of CIG precursors by EDS 
analysis. Then, a layer of selenium was coated on the precursor and the precursor was placed in a closed 
graphite box and selenized using RTA at 600 C and under atmospheric pressure. 

Fig. 1. CIG precursors with different sputtering pressures: (A.) 2 mTorr (B.) 4.2 mTorr (C.) 5 mTorr and (D.) 10 mTorr. 

CIG precursors 
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Fig. 2. EDS ratios of Cu/(In+Ga), Ga/(In+Ga) and oxygen atomic percentage of CIG precursors with different sputtering pressures.

Table 1 lists the elemental analysis of CIGS films with different CIG precursor process pressure and 
specimen designation. While the sputtering pressure of CIG precursors increased, the stoichiometric ratios 
of Cu/(In+Ga) and Se/(In+Cu+Ga) were closer to one due to the selenium can diffuse in CIG precursors 
easily. However, the sodium and oxygen contents were increased in the CIGS films which could be 
attributed to the soda-lime glass and chamber ambience, respectively. 

Figure 3 shows that when the sputtering pressure was increased, the surface morphology was changed 
from a rough island-crystalline (Fig. 3(a)) to a smaller pellet-crystalline (Fig. 3(b)). The surface roughness 
was decreased from 165 nm to 54.4 nm from AFM analysis. Figure 3(c) and (d) show that when the 
sputtering pressure was increased, the CIGS film exhibited larger crystalline size. 

Fig. 3. FESEM images of (a) (b) CIG precursors and (c) (d) CIGS films with different CIG precursor process pressures (2-10 mTorr). 
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Table 1. Elemental analysis of CIGS films with different CIG precursor process pressure and the specimen designation. 

CIGS Films Sample 
Number 

CIG
Precursors
Sputtering 
Pressure

Cu/(In+Ga) Ga/(In+Ga) Se/CIG Na 

(at%)

O

(at%)

A 2mTorr 0.78 0.02 0.46 5.78 

B 4mTorrr 0.91 0.06 

1.14 

0.96 0.55 19.05 

Figure 4 shows that indium, CuIn2, Cu11In9, and Cu3Ga phases were formed under the sputtering 
pressure of 2 mTorr. When the sputtering pressure increased from 2 to 5mTorr, the XRD intensity of 
Cu11In9 phase increased and CuIn2 phase decreased. This is because CuIn2 phase was transformed into 
Cu11In9. In the extreme condition, high sputtering pressure lead to only Cu11In9 phase exist which maybe 
due to less energy of argon gas with reduced mean free path. 

Fig. 4. XRD patterns of CIG precursors with different sputtering pressure: (A.) 2 mTorr (B.) 4.2 mTorr (C.) 5 mTorr (D.) 10 mTorr. 

Fig. 5. XRD patterns of CIGS films with different CIG precursor process pressure: (A.) 2 mTorr (B.) 4.2 mTorr. 
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Figure 5 shows a similar effect which may be due to a higher selenization temperature (600 C) of CIGS 
films by XRD analysis. In conclusion, CIGS film has a good stoichiometric and crystallization under the 
parameters of the sputtering pressure at 4.2 mTorr of the CIG precursor before selenization process. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, when the sputtering pressure was increased, the colors of CIG precursors appeared from 
light-green to dark-green. FESEM images show that when the sputtering pressure was increasing, the 
surface morphology exhibited from a rough island-crystalline to a smaller pellet-crystalline of CIG 
precursors. The surface roughness was decreased from 165 nm to 54.4 nm by AFM analysis. The 
Cu/(In+Ga) ratio was increased according to the EDS analysis. Indium, CuIn2, Cu11In9, and Cu3Ga phases 
were formed under the sputtering parameters of the pressure at 2 mTorr. When the sputtering pressure 
increased from 2 to 5mTorr, the XRD intensity of Cu11In9 phase increased and CuIn2 phase decreased.  
XRD analysis shows that a similar effect could be found in CIGS films which may be due to the higher 
selenization temperature. FESEM images show that as the sputtering pressure was increasing (4.2 mTorr), 
the CIGS film exhibited a larger crystalline size and the stoichiometric ratios of Cu/(In+Ga) and 
Se/(In+Cu+Ga) were closer to one due to the selenium can diffuse easily in CIG precursors. The results 
show that CIGS film has a good stoichiometric and crystallization under the parameters of the sputtering 
pressure at 4.2 mTorr of the CIG precursor before selenization process. 
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